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Abstract— In this paper we introduced and studied some new 

separation axioms of Weakly-R0 type spaces. We also 

discussed   relationships among these separation properties 

with counter examples wherever necessary. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

L.Nachbin[8] initiated the study of Topological ordered 

spaces (TOS). A TOS is a triple (X, τ, )
 
 where    is a 

topology     is a partial order on X. Let (X, τ, )
 
 be a TOS. 

For any x ϵ X, [x, →] = {y ϵ X / x ≤  y } and [← , x ] = { y ϵ 

X  / y ≤  x }. For any subset A of the topological ordered 

space X, [ ] [ , ]

a A

i A a



   and [ ] [ , ]

a A

d A a



  . 

A subset A of the topological ordered space (X, τ, )
 
  is 

said to be increasing if A = i(A) and is decreasing if A = 

d(A).The complement of an increasing set is a decreasing 

set and vice versa. A subset of the topological ordered space 

(X, τ, )
 
  is said to be a balanced set if it is both increasing 

and decreasing.

 Generalized closed (briefly as g-closed) sets were 

introduced in [2]. Semi generalized closed (briefly as sg-

closed) sets were introduced and studied in [6]. g*-closed 

sets were introduced and studied in [4]. M.K.R.S.Veera 

Kumar introduced and  studied i-closed sets in [3].We 

introduced and studied sgi-closed sets, gi-closed sets and  

g*i-closed sets in Topological ordered spaces [5].In this 

paper we introduce and study  some new separation axioms 

of  Weakly-R0 type spaces.  

A Topological ordered space (X, τ, )
 
 is called a 

Weakly-R0 space [7] if cl({x})
x X

 

= ϕ, where 

cl({ })x the intersection of the closed sets containing {x}. 

In the present paper we introduce and study 

Weakly-R0 type spaces namely Weakly gi-R0 space, Weakly 

g*i-R0 space and Weakly sgi-R0 space and discuss the 

relationships among them 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

Throughout this paper (X, τ, ) represent non-empty 

topological space on which no separation axioms are 

assumed unless otherwise mentioned.  For a subset A of a 

space (X,τ), cl(A) and int(A) denote the closure and the 

interior of A respectively. The intersection of all semi-

closed sets containing a subset A of (X, τ) is called the semi-

closure of A and is denoted by scl(A). 

A. Definition 

A subset A of a topological ordered space (X, τ ) is called  

1) a generalized closed set (briefly g-closed) if cl(A)  U 

whenever A  U and U is open in (X, τ). The 

complement of a g-closed set is called a g-open set. 

2) a g*-closed set if cl(A)  U whenever A  U and U is 

g-open in (X, τ) 

3) a semi generalized closed set (briefly sg-closed set) if 

scl(A)  U whenever A  U and U is semi open [1] in 

(X, τ). 

The complement of a g-closed (respectively g*-

closed, sg-closed) set is called g-open (respectively g*-open, 

sgi-open) set. 

B. Definition 

A subset A of a topological ordered space ( , , )X    
is called  

1) a gi-closed(resp.gd-closed, gb-closed) [5] set if A is g-

closed and an increasing (decreasing, balanced) set. 

2) a g*i-closed(resp.g*d-closed, g*b-closed)[5] set if A is 

g*-closed and an increasing (decreasing, balanced) set. 

3) an sgi-closed(resp.sgd-closed, sgb-closed)[5] set if A is 

sg-closed and an increasing (decreasing, balanced) set. 

III. WEAKLY-R0 TYPE SPACES 

A Topological Ordered Space (X, τ, ) is called  

1) a Weakly gi-R0 space [7] if   =  ϕ  where gicl({x}) is 

the intersection of the gi-closed sets containing{x}. 

2) a Weakly g*i-R0 space[7] if   =  ϕ, where g*icl({x}) is 

the intersection of the g*i-closed sets containing{x}. 

3) a Weakly sgi-R0 space [7] if   = ϕ, where sgicl({x}) is 

the intersection of the sgi-closed sets containing{x}. 

IV. EXAMPLES OF WEAKLY-R0 TYPE SPACES 

A. Weakly gi-R0 Space: 

 Let X = {a, b, c}, τ7 = {ϕ, X, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, {b, c}} and 

7 = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (b, a)}. Then (X, τ7, 7) is a 

topological ordered space. In the space X, the gi-closed sets 

are ϕ, X, {a}, {c}, {a, c}. On computing the closures, 

gicl({a}) = {a}, gicl({b}) = X and gicl({c}) = {c}. So,

gicl({x})
x X

= {a} ∩ X∩{c} = ϕ.   Hence, the space 

(X, τ7, 7) is a Weakly gi-R0 space 

B. Weakly g*i-R0 Space:  

Let X = {a, b, c}, τ7 = {ϕ, X, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, {b, c}} and   

8 = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c)}. Then (X, τ7, 8) is a topological 

ordered space. In the space X, the g*i-closed sets are ϕ, X, 

{a}, {c}, {a, c}, {b, c}. On computing the closures, 

g*icl({a}) = {a}, g*i(cl{b}) = {b, c} and g*icl({c}) = {c}. 

So, g*icl({x})
x X

= {a}∩ {b, c} ∩ {c} = ϕ. Hence, the 

space (X, τ7, 8) is a Weakly g*i-R0 space 

C. Weakly sgi-R0 space: 

Let X = {a, b, c},τ11 = { ϕ, X, {c},{b, c}}  and 8 = {(a, a), 
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(b, b), (c, c)}. Then, (X, τ11, 8 ) is a topological ordered 

space. In the space X, the sgi-closed sets are ϕ, X, {a}, {b}, 

{a, b}. On computing the closures, sgicl({a}) = {a}, 

sgicl({b}) = {b} and sgicl({c}) = X. So, sgicl({x})
x X

 

= ϕ. Hence, the space (X, τ11, 8 )  is a  Weakly sgi-R0 space.                                                                                            

  

                                                            

Relation between the spaces 

D. Theorem 5.1: 

Every Weakly g*i-R0 space is a Weakly gi-R0 space. 

1) Proof: 

Let (X, τ, )
 

be a Weakly g*i-R0 space so that 

g*icl({x})
x X

= ϕ. But every g*i-closed set is a gi-

closed set [Lemma 1.1.25]. Therefore, gicl({x})  

g*icl({x}) for all x ϵ X giving, gicl({x})
x X

 

g*icl({x})
x X

. So, gicl({x})
x X

= ϕ 

Hence, the space (X, τ, ) 
 
is  a Weakly gi-R0 space. 

2) Remark: 

A Weakly gi-R0 space need not be a Weakly g*i-R0 space. 

This can be seen in the following example. 

E. Example 5.2: 

Let X = {a, b, c},τ3 = { ϕ, X, {a},{b, c}}   and  7 = {(a, a), 

(b, b), (c, c), (b, a)}.Then (X, τ3, 7 ) is a topological ordered 

space. In the space X, the gi-closed sets are ϕ, X, {a}, {c}, 

{a, b}, {a, c}}. On computing the closures, gicl({a}) = {a}, 

gicl({b}) = {a, b} and gicl({c}) = {c}. So, gicl({x})
x X

= {a}∩ {a, b} ∩ {c} = ϕ. Hence, the space (X, τ3, 7) is a 

Weakly gi-R0 space. 

In this space X, g*i-closed sets are ϕ, X, {a}. On 

computing the closures, g*icl({a}) = {a}, g*icl({b}) = X 

and g*icl({c}) = X. So, g*icl({x})
x X

= {a}∩ X ∩ X = 

{a}. Hence, the space (X, τ3, 7 ) is not  a Weakly
 
 g*i-R0 

space. 

F. Theorem 5.3: 

A Weakly gi-R0 space is independent of   Weakly sgi-R0 

space. 

1) Proof: 

This follows from the following example. 

G. Example 5.4: 

Let X = {a, b, c},τ9 = { ϕ, X, {b}, {c}, {b, c}} and 7 = {(a, 

a), (b, b), (c, c), (b, a)}.Then, (X, τ9, 7 ) is a  topological 

ordered space. In this space X,the g*i-closed sets are ϕ, X, 

{a, c}, {a, b}. On computing the closures, gicl({a}) = {a}, 

gicl({b}) = {a, b} and gicl({c}) = {a, c}. So, 

gicl({x})
x X

= {a}∩ {a, b} ∩ {a, c} = {a}. Hence, the 

space (X, τ9, 7 ) is not a Weakly g*i-R0 space. 

In this space X, the sgi-closed sets are ϕ, X, {a}, {c}, {a, b}, 

{a, c}. On computing the closures, sgicl({a}) = {a}, 

sgicl({b}) = {a, b} and sgicl({c}) = {c}. So, 

sgicl({x})
x X

= {a}∩ {a, b} ∩ {c} = ϕ. Hence, the 

space (X, τ9, 7 ) is a Weakly sgi-R0 space. 

H. Theorem 5.5: 

A Weakly gi-R0 space is independent of a Weakly sgi-R0 

space. 

1) Proof: 

This follows from the following example. 

I. Example 5.6: 

Let X = {a, b, c}, τ10 = {ϕ, X, {a}, {a, b}} and  9 = {(a, a), 

(b, b), (c, c), (a, c)}. Then (X, τ10, 9) is a topological 

ordered space. In the space X, the sgi-closed sets are ϕ, X, 

{b}, {c}, {b, c}}. On computing the closures, sgicl({a}) = X 

, sgicl({b}) = {b} and sgicl({c}) ={c}. So, 

sgicl({x})
x X

= X ∩ {b} ∩ {c} = ϕ. Hence, the space 

(X, τ10, 9) is a Weakly sgi-R0 space.  

In this space X, the gi-closed sets are ϕ, X, {a, c}, {c}, {b, 

c}}. On computing the closures, gicl({a}) = {a, c}, gicl({b}) 

= {b, c} and gicl({c}) ={c}. So, gicl({x})
x X

= {a, c} ∩ 

{b, c} ∩ {c} = {c}. Hence, the space (X, τ10, 9) is not a 

Weakly gi-R0 space. 

J. Example 5.7: 

Let X = {a, b, c}, τ2 = {ϕ, X, {a}} and  7 = {(a, a), (b, b), 

(c, c), (b, a)}. Then, (X, τ2, 7) is a topological ordered 

space. In the space X, the gi-closed sets are ϕ, X, {a, c}, {c}, 

{b, c}}. On computing the closures, gicl({a}) = {a}, 

gicl({b}) = {a, b} and gicl({c}) = {c}. So, gicl({x})
x X

= {a}∩ {a, b} ∩ {c} = ϕ. Hence, the space (X, τ2, 7) is a 

Weakly gi-R0 space.  

In this space X, the sgi-closed sets are ϕ, X, {c}. 

On computing the closures, sgicl({a}) = X, sgicl({b}) = X 

and sgicl({c}) = {c}. So, sgicl({ })
x X

x


= X ∩ X ∩{c} 

= {c}. Hence the space (X, τ2, 7) is not a Weakly sgi-R0 

space.
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The following diagram shows the relationships 

between the Weakly R0 type sets discussed above.  

               A       B (A               B) indicates A implies B but 

not conversely (A and B are independent notions). 

 
Fig. 1: Relationships between the Weakly R0 Type Sets 
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